MODMASTER ADAPTABLE SPEEDLIGHT SOFTBOX
®

SETUP & USAGE

®

SETUP - ASSEMBLY CAN BEGIN AT ANY POINT INSIDE THE SOFTBOX AND WITH ANY ARM

OUTER DIFFUSER

INNER DIFFUSER

SNAP INTO PLACE

OPEN SOFTBOX

SNAP ARMS INTO PLACE

ATTACH DIFFUSERS

1. Place softbox on large flat surface, mount side
down, and release velcro strap.

3. Place one hand firmly over the base of an arm
(assembly can begin with any arm) and push
down until arm clicks into place.

5. The Savage Adjustable Softbox comes with both internal and external diffusers.
Attach internal diffuser to the velcro tabs located about 4.5” from the top of the softbox.

2. Pull open edges of softbox, place both hands
inside against left and right sides of material to
spread softbox open.

4. Proceed to the next arm, and work your way
around until all 8 have been snapped in.

6. Attach external diffuser to the velcro strip around the top outer edge of the softbox.

If mounting to a studio strobe with a Bowens mount, the softbox is
now ready for use.

SPEEDLIGHT USAGE - MOUNT UP TO 5 SPEEDLIGHTS AND AN UMBRELLA

ATTACH SPEEDLIGHT ADAPTER

ADAPTER RELEASE LEVER

1. Attach speedlight adapter to softbox mount, and
turn the adapter clockwise until it snaps into place.

SPEEDLIGHT MOUNTS

2. Use the side grip screws to tighten the orange
padded disks to each side of your speedlight.

SPEEDLIGHT MOUNT

ATTACH COMFORT GRIP HANDLE

SLIDE
ONTO TRACK

GRIP HANDLE RELEASE

1. Line up the track at the top of the comfort grip with
the speedlight carriage on the opposite side of the
mount from the release lever.
2. Press the release lever up with the front edge of
the comfort grip and then slide the comfort grip onto
the track until the release lever pops down to lock
into place. To release, pull up the release lever and
slide handle off.

UMBRELLA RECEIVER
TILT ADJUSTMENT KNOB
1
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TIGHTEN TO LIGHT STAND

5
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For more light output, detatch speedlight adapter from
softbox and mount up to 5 speedlights, combined
with a shoot through or bounce back umbrella.

BREAKDOWN

6
DISSASEMBLE COMPONENTS

FIRMLY PRESS
RELEASE BUTTON

1. Remove diffuser panels by pulling gently away from velcro strips.
2. Place the softbox on a large flat surface, front side facing down.
3. Remove comfort grip handle by pressing release lever and sliding off.
4. Remove the speedlight adapter from the softbox by pushing the small
side lever, and turning the adapter counter clockwise to unlock.
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GRIP ARM &
GENTLY PULL UP

COLLAPSE SOFTBOX

5. With one hand, gently lift up on the arm to relieve tension.
6. With the other hand, press black release button to collapse arm.
6. Repeat step 5 & 6 until all 8 arms have been released.
7. Place softbox and accessories into carry bag for safe storage.

Note: The release button will not release the softbox arms
unless the arm has been pulled back to relieve the tension
on the button.
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